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DISCLAIMER
Copyright 2021 by Goodness Lover Pty Ltd — All rights reserved.

This book contains information that is not designed to take the place of, substitute, or 
replace any form and method of professional or medical advice and treatment or medicine. 
All content is the author’s opinion and is not intended to diagnose and remedy. The 
facts and figures contained in this document are presented solely for informational and 
educational purposes only. 

This book contains materials, statistics, news, and reports compiled from various resources 
and sources considered accurate and deemed reliable to the best of the Author’s knowledge; 
however, the author cannot assure and guarantee its validity and accuracy and cannot be 
considered, nor held accountable for any omissions or errors. The contents of this book 
are periodically updated. You must seek medical advice, treatment, and medicine from 
a professional or doctor before utilizing any of the information, techniques, advice, and 
remedies mentioned in this document. 

By applying and utilizing the information, techniques, advice, and remedies mentioned 
in this document, you consent to hold the Author unaccountable against and from any 
expenses, costs, and damages, including any potential legal fees subsequent from the use 
of any information presented in this book. 

This disclaimer covers any injury or damages resulting from the application and uses, 
whether indirectly or directly, from any information or advice that are given, whether 
criminal intent, personal injury, negligence, offence, contract breach, or any action caused.

By reading the information presented in this document, you accept all the risks related 
with the application of the advice given herein, with a complete understanding that solely 
you are liable for any result or effect that occurs upon the use of the information and the 
execution in any manner, as well as regardless of the interpretation you considered of the 
advice. To ensure your safety and health, consult a medical or professional practitioner 
before applying any of the information, techniques, advice, and remedies mentioned in 
this document.
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1. GET DIRTY
Our hatred of bacteria in this day and age is ironically making us sick. It looks like 
having a pet and sharing their germs could actually be great for our microbiomes, 
reducing the risk of allergies and obesity. Studies also show that growing up in 
microbe-rich environments, such as on a farm, can protect children from chronic 
disease as they get older. We also know that exposure to dirt is great for the gut 
microbiome and research has shown that people living traditional rural lives have more 
diverse gut flora as a result. 

We are inundated with chemical-laden antibacterial cleaners for both our bodies and 
homes. Most cleaners are like antibiotics: they destroy everything, including beneficial 
bacteria. Less toxic cleaners such as vinegar, castile soap, and lemon juice are effective 
enough. Limiting our exposure to chemicals such as chlorine can help protect our 
health as well.
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2. MOVE your BODY
Exercise can 

positively impact our 
gut bacteria. One 

small study involving 
analysis of fitness 

levels and stool 
samples of 37 people 

suggests that exercise 
boosts production 
of “good” bacteria, 

which fuel processes 
that can fortify the 

intestinal lining and 
prevent leaky gut.

3. GIVE your GUT A
 BREAK: TRY FASTING
If you eat frequently, then your tight junction proteins never get to close their gates, so 
your gut is constantly triggering an immune response and it reacts with inflammation 
to fight off  perceived danger. Also, if you have an overgrowth of bad gut bugs, part of 
the goal is to starve them. You can try intermittent fasting or time-restricted eating 
to reduce bad gut bugs. Intermittent fasting involves daily fasting for an extended 
time and a shorter feeding window. A classic way of approaching this is the 16/8 split, 
which means a 16 hour fast and 8 hour feeding window. One study showed that mice 
fed a shorter window (8 or 12 hours) were slimmer and healthier than those fed the 
same amount of calories over a longer period. It’s also important to eat dinner earlier, 
preferably 4-5 hours before going to sleep. That gives food time to be digested before 
your gut can shut down to repair. 
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4. SAY GOODBYE
 to TOXINS
There are often hidden toxins that overwhelm our immune system. For example, are we 
storing our food in containers made from the gut toxin BPA? Or are we living in homes 
covered in gut-harming mold? Or are we sleeping on new beds sprayed in toxic flame-
retardant chemicals? There are endless chemicals, pesticides, pollutants and more gut-
harming toxins all around us. Even the electromagnetic waves from our smartphones can 
cause intestinal trouble. So finding and cleaning out these toxins is often instrumental 
in healing the gut.
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5. GET GOOD SLEEP
Sleep allows the body to restore and detoxify. In humans, research has shown that 
sleep deprivation can alter the composition of the gut bacteria in as little as 48 hours. 
We also need to develop good sleep routines — one study found that gut f lora of 
people with jet lag showed higher numbers of bacteria associated with obesity and 
metabolic disease.
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TAKE THE NEXT 
STEP...

If you’re ready to make simple lifestyle shifts to improve your diet and 
health, a gut-healing program could be right for you.

You’ll learn how to correct the imbalances causing leaky gut and leaky 
brain in your body, so you can return to a vibrant state of mental and 

physical well-being.

Click Here to Get Started!
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